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Exam’s Topic: Present Tenses Exam                                                                       Time: 45 minutes  

Teacher’s Name: Ahmad Alshatti                                                                            Total Marks: 20 

Phone Number: 0791943248 

Student’s Name: ………………………………………………………..…………………………….. 

 

 

Q- Read the following questions carefully then choose the correct answer from A,B,C, and D. 

1- We _____________ raising money for charity.   

A- have not been              B- has not been         C- has been                      D- have not being 

2- winter in Jordan ____________ a good picture for everyone? 

A- Gives                           B- give                       C- is giving                      D- has given  

3- What time ___________ Asmaa take to write the letter.  

A- Do                               B- did                        C- does                             D - done 

4- Look! The dog ___________over the wall. 

A- Is raising                B- has raised             C- have been raised              D- has been raised 

5- _________you___________ the piano since you were a child? 

A- Have, played             B- are, playing              C- have, played               D- are, played 

6- Computers _______________ millions of electrical parts and circuits. 

A- Contain                      B- contains            C- are containing                   D- have contained  

7- listen! it ______________, so we can't go to the beach. in opinion we will choose another day. 

A- was raining               B- has rained          C- is raining                          D- have raised  

8- I_________________ for this company for more than six years. 

A- has worked               B- was working       C- were working                 D- have worked 

9- she has been________________ in the U.S.A for eight years now. 

A- Study                         B- studied                      C- studies                      D- studying 

10- Look at the sky! it _____________ a lot, so i want to go home. 

A- has raining                B- was raining                C- is raining                   D- am raining 

11- Are you Hungry? No, I_______________ just ____________ lunch. 

A- has eaten                   B- had eaten                    C- have eaten                D- had been eating 

12- Ayat________________ away very often. 

A- don't go                     B- isn't going                  C- hasn't gone                D- doesn't go 

13- The children usually___________________ a lot if noise. 

A- is making                  B- was making                C- make                         D- makes 

14- Leen__________________ English at the university since two years, she is a really cool girl. 

A- had been studying            B- is been studying        C- was studying    D- has been studying 

15- Ahmad always ____________ high marks when taking exams in English. 

A- was getting                  B- gotting                       C- getting                  D- gets 

16- Khalid Al-Otaibi every day ____________ a letter to his family. So his family did not worry 

about him. 

A- was writing               B- write                               C- writes                 D- is writing 
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17- The managers______________ The company's plain since that time. 

A- have changed                  B- Change                   C- are changing          D- have been changed 

18- She_________________ in the bank for seven years. 

A- has worked                      B- is working               C- works                   D- Work 

19- Do you know what research_________________ in medicine at this moment. 

A- is happening                    B- has happened          C- Is happened               D- has happening 

20- We_______________ at that restaurant many times. 

A- have eaten                        B- are eating               C- have been eaten                D- eat 

 

 

 

 

                                                               The End  


